Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) are a set of technological solutions used to improve the performance and safety of road transportation. Since one of the most important information sources on ITS are sensors, the integration and sharing the sensor data become a big challenging problem in the application of sensor networks to these systems. In order to make full use of the sensor data, is crucial to convert the sensor data into semantic data, which can be understood by computers. In this work, we propose to use the SSN ontology to manage the sensor information in an intelligent transportation architecture. The system was tested in a traffic light settings application, allowing to predict and avoid traffic accidents, and also for the routing optimization.
Introduction
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are the set of applications and technological systems created with the aim of improving safety and efficiency in road transport. These systems allow to control, manage and monitoring the different elements of roads.
The continuing evolution of ITS has ushered in a new era of interconnected intelligent systems, which certainly has been a quantitative leap in safety of road transportation. These systems enable the exchange of information between different applications, and the subsequent analysis allows improving the safety of drivers and eases travel and comfort in road travel.
One of the most important information sources in ITS are sensors. Sensors can be located into vehicles or as part of infrastructure elements, such as bridges, roads or traffic signs. Sensor can provide information related to the weather conditions and the traffic situation, which is useful to improve the driving process.
A sensor network is a network of tiny computers (nodes) equipped with sensors, which collaborate on a common task [1] . These nodes have certain sensory and wireless communications capabilities that enable ad hoc networking without any preset physical infrastructure or central administration. Sensor networks have been used in data acquisition and processing for multiple applications in different Manuscript fields such as industry, medicine, home automation, military environments, environmental detection, etc.
Since one of the most important information sources in ITS are sensors, the integration and sharing of the sensor data become a big challenging problem in the application of sensor networks to these systems.
Due to its high degree of expressiveness, the use of ontologies is crucial to ensure greater interoperability among software agents and different applications involved in Intelligent Transportation Systems. Ontologies provide a common vocabulary in a given domain and allow defining, with different levels of formality, the meaning of terms and the relationships between them [2] . Ontologies also facilitate the design of exhaustive and rigorous conceptual schemes to allow communication and information exchange between different systems.
Although there are several studies that apply ontologies to intelligent transportation systems, most of them do not use information from sensors. Ontologies can give a semantic interpretation to the information collected by the sensors, facilitating safe driving and improving traffic performance.
In order to make full use of the sensor data, is crucial to convert that sensor data into semantic data, which can be understood by computers.
In this work, we propose to use the SSN ontology to manage the sensor information in an intelligent transportation architecture. Our proposal is a semantic integrator module to generate an instance of SSN ontology from the raw data collected by the sensors. The whole system performs the automatic traffic light settings allowing to predict and avoid traffic accidents and routing optimization.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work in the use of ontologies on ITS. The description of the SSN ontology is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes the process of integration of the sensor data to semantic knowledge in SSN ontology. In Sect. 5 the use case of the traffic light setting system is shown. Some experiments are presented in Sect. 6. Finally, the conclusions and lines of future work are summarized in Sect. 7.
Related Work
In the last years, there has been an increasing interest on ontology for road transportation systems. In [3] , an ontology to represent traffic in highways has been developed. Its aim was the construction of a reliable Traffic Information Copyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers System providing information about roads, traffic, and scenarios related to vehicles in the roads. It also facilitates the Traffic Information System to analyze how critical a specific situation is.
In [4] the authors proposed a high-level representation of an automated vehicle, which can assists drivers in taking "unorthodox" but practical relaxation decisions. The principal weakness of this approach is the lack of rules representing prior traffic regulations. They just defined a set of traffic regulations violations, which allow classifying the given motion as "legal" or "illegal".
The work proposed in [5] is an approach to create a generic situation description for advanced driver assistance systems using logic reasoning on a traffic situation knowledge base. As a restriction, in this work, the passing destination road over the intersection has to be known for each vehicle, so modeling different possibilities according to the real situation of the intersection is not possible.
Regarding the use of ontologies with sensors information, we can mention the work in [6] . In this work, the authors propose an ontology for traffic management that combines both traffic concepts and general sensor ontology A3ME [7] . The added concepts are specializations of position, distance and acceleration sensor classes, and the different actions that take place in the car motions. The ontology is developed in OWL, using the JESS reasoner with SWLR [8] rules.
Despite the great effort in applying ontologies to ITS, integration and sharing the sensor data is still a big challenging problem in the application of sensor networks. In order to make full use of the sensor data, is crucial to convert the sensor data into semantic data, which can be understood by computers.
There have been some studies focused on transform the sensor data into semantic data for applications in different fields. Most of them have emerged in the field of linked sensor data, such as Esk Hydrological sensor network [9] and SENSEI [10] , which focused on the transformation of the sensor data to linked sensor. The study of the semantic sensor network has been also applied in other research fields, for example, the semantic medical monitoring system model [11] based. These studies proposed different approaches to transform sensor data to RDF [12] .
Most of the works mentioned above focused on mapping the sensor data to an existing ontology using a mapping language such as D2RQ [13] , R2RML [14] , [15] among others. In [17] , they use D2RQ language and D2R server. RML [17] is an extension of R2RML and was designed as a general mapping language for heterogeneous data. Although these kinds of mapping languages are general for different data sources and different ontologies, the principal limitation is that they are not especially designed for the sensor data.
In the work in [18] , they proposed a method to map sensor data to SSN ontology, translating the sensor data in databases into the RDF which conforming to SSN ontology. They first extract the sensor data from data sources, and manually annotate the sensor data using a mapping schema. Then a mapping file based on the mapping schema is generated, and finally the data in database is translated to RDF. In the final step, the system takes the mapping file as input, and use the predefined correspondences between elements of the mapping schema and SSN ontology to transform sensor data to RDF. The principal limitation of this work is that the process is not completely automatic. A human intervention is needed in the first step for the semantic annotation of the sensor data in data bases according to SSN ontology using a predefined mapping schema.
In [19] our preliminary idea for the semantic integration of the sensor data was presented. In this work, the sensor data is automatically translated to RDF, and then the semantic content is added according to SSN ontology through the annotation process manually.
The SSN Ontology
The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology was developed by the Semantic Sensor Networks Incubator Group [20] belonging to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The ontology can model sensor devices, systems, processes, observations and knowledge of the environment. Figure 1 shows the principal concepts in the skeleton of the SSN ontology.
In this ontology the concept stimulus represents detectable changes in the environment. In fact, a stimulus is produced by a sensor.
Sensors transform an incoming stimulus into another. The observable properties of the sensors include their survival range or accuracy of measurement under defined external conditions. Many sensors need to keep track of time and location to produce meaningful results and, hence, are combined with further sensors to sensor systems such as weather stations [18] . In the case of ITS, the sensors can be located into the vehicles and into different infrastructure elements, for example as part of bridges, roads, signs, etc.
Observations act as the connection between incoming stimulus, the sensor, and the sensor output. Properties are qualities that can be observed by a certain type of sensors. Features of Interest are entities in the real world that are the target of sensing. The features have to be fixed by the sensing procedure. Sensing is a description of how a sensor works, i.e., how a certain type of stimuli is transformed into a digital representation, perhaps a description of the scientific method behind the sensor.
Sensing methods can also be used to describe how observations where made: e.g., how a sensor was positioned and used. Sensor Output represents the result of the observation. The results can act as stimuli or input for other sensors.
Semantic Integration
Integration and sharing the sensor data become a big challenging problem in the application of sensor networks. In order to make full use of the sensor data, is crucial to provide sensor data with semantics.
In this work we proposed a method to map sensor data to SSN ontology in automatic way. Our proposal is a semantic integrator module to generate an instance of SSN ontology. This ontology will be use as knowledge representation form in a multiagent architecture for Intelligent Transportation Systems. Figure 2 shows the structure of the semantic integrator. As we can see in the figure, the main steps for the semantic integration are:
1. RDF translation. In this step, the main task is to translate the information of the sensor data from the database, into a Resource Description Format (RDF) file. This step allows the further semantic treatment of the sensor information and the reusability. 2. Mapping. The principal objective of this phase is to automatically find correspondences between the RDF file of the sensor database with the elements of the SSN ontology. 3. Alignment file. In the final step, the system creates the alignment file, according to the correspondences found in the mapping phase. Using this file, the instance of the SSN ontology can be generated.
After the last step, the algorithm output represents an instance of the SSN ontology according to the sensor data. The instance of the SSN ontology provides semantic knowl- 
RDF Translation
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [12] is a standard model for data interchange on the Web. It has features that facilitate data merging even if the underlying schemas differ, and it supports the evolution of schemas without requiring all the data consumers to be changed. Therefore, the first step in our semantic integrator is to translate the information of the sensor data from the relational database into RDF.
The RDF data model [12] is based on making statements about resources (in particular web resources) expressions, known as triples, following a subject-predicateobject structure. The subject denotes the resource, and the predicate denotes traits or aspects of the resource, and expresses a relationship between the subject and the object.
In this work the translation to RDF is made following the principle that each database tuple (table row) produces a set of RDF triples (subject node, predicate or property arc and object node). In the process of translating the first step is create IRIs (Internationalized Resource Identifier) for identifying the tables, the columns in a table, and each row in a table. Then, the algorithm also uses a set of correspondence rules that are shown in Table 1 , to create the RDF triples from the database elements.
As we can see in the table, there are three types of RDF triples that can be formed from database elements. These are:
-Table triples: Those RDF triples that are generated from each row in tables. In this case the predicate will be the rdf:type property; and the object, the IRI of the table. -Literal triples: The RDF triples generated from each column with a non-null value, including the primary key. In this case the predicate will be the IRI of the column; and the object, the rdf:literal. -Reference triples: The RDF triples which represents columns that constitute a foreign key and columns with non-null values in the row. In this case the predicate will be the IRI of the column; and the object, the IRI of the reference.
For example, if we have a sensor table, in which the primary key is sensor id, and the rest of the attributes are: sensor location, observation value, and observation time. One of the RDF triples that we can obtain from this table is shown in Fig. 3 . This triple represents a specific observation value of a sensor. The subject is the primary key value (sensor id), the predicate is the attribute observation value and the object is the measured value, in this case 375.
Mapping
The second step in the semantic integration is to map the RDF sensor database to the SSN ontology. The ontology mapping can be defined in one sentence as follows: given Table 2 Correspondences between the elements in the RDF sensor database and the classes and properties in SSN two ontologies that describe a set of discrete entities, ontology mapping is the process of finding correspondences between them [21] . This process can be addressed by finding relationships between entities belonging to different sources ontologies and taking advantage of these relations. One of the key factors to consider for this process is to find similarity measures that allow to obtain precise correspondences between entities of different ontologies.
Taking into account the imprecise nature of the similarity measures, we decided to use FuzzyAlign [22] for the matching process. It is a multi-layer fuzzy rule-based system which uses three different layers to perform the ontology alignment process.
On each layer, fuzzy logic techniques are used to combine different similarity measures to obtain more accurate alignments. FuzzyAlign combines basically two similarity measures for establishing correspondences between entities from different ontologies. The first measure is the terminological similarity, which takes into account the linguistic and semantic information in the context of the concept names, and the second one is the structural similarity, which uses both the taxonomic hierarchy of concepts and their internal structure, represented by their properties, types and cardinality restrictions. Table 2 shows some of the correspondence found as result of the mapping process between the elements of the RDF sensor database and the classes of the SSN ontology.
Alignment File
The last step of the semantic integration is to build the alignment file. The alignment rules are constructed using the Alignment Format API [23] . The API was designed as a for- Fig. 4 Fragment of the alignment file in SWRL mat for expressing alignments in a uniform way. The goal of this format is to be able to share on the web the available alignments and to facilitate the comparison of the results of different alignment methods through the generation of outputs in different formats such as OWL and SWRL. Figure 4 shows a fragment of the alignment file generated in one of the experiments performed in the testing phase of the system. In this example we can see two alignment rules between the RDF sensor's data base and the SSN ontology.
In this case we have used the SWRL format to express the output alignments. The first rule represents the alignment of the properties has location and hasDeployment in the database and the SSN ontology respectively; and the second rule represents the alignment of the class Sensor in the database, and the class Sensing device in SSN ontology.
The Automatic Traffic Light Setting Application
This scenario is related to the traffic light adjustment, taking into account the traffic flow and the weather conditions. Figure 5 shows the use case diagram of this task, in which three agents are involve: the traffic flow agent, the road agent and the weather agent.
To accomplish the traffic flow detection task, first the agent queries to the traffic ontology to obtain the information about the traffic situation. The description of the whole traffic scenario (e.g. roads, lanes, traffic signs and infrastructure elements) is provided by the traffic ontology, while the information concerning the sensors is provided by the SSN ontology. The different agents obtain the knowledge from the ontologies through SPARQL queries. As we explained before, the raw data collected by the sensors is translated to semantic knowledge and stored as an instance of SSN ontology to be processed by the agents. In this case, the road agent makes queries to the SSN ontology to retrieve the information about the number of vehicles detected by the current road sensor.
Taking into account the length of the lane and the number of vehicles detected by the road sensor, the traffic light agent can compute the real density of the lane. If the current density is greater or equal than the maximum density, it is assumed that lane is congested. If the traffic light is red, and the road segment is congested, then the duration time of the light is decreased; however, if the traffic light is red and the road segment is not congested, then the duration time of the light is maintained in the default value. If the traffic light is green and the road segment is congested, then the duration time of the light is increased, while if it is not congested, the duration time is maintained. Figure 6 shows some of the most important elements (concepts, individuals and relations) present in the instance of SSN ontology, generated in this scenario. The right corner of the figure shows the types of the relations (arcs) identified with different colors. The principal relations identified are: is produced by (to describe a sensor observation); observes, observed by (to connect the concepts sensor, observation and property); has value (to connect the sensor output and observation value); and observation result (the relation between observation and sensor output). For example, in this view, at the time Time1, the sensing devices observe the Car flow property, producing sensor outputs, with different values (value1 to value8). 
Experiments
The semantic integration system of sensor data with SSN ontology can be useful in several scenarios which involve sensors or sensor networks, such as industry, medicine, home automation, military environments, environmental detection, intelligent transportation systems (ITS), etc. In this work, we have focused in the specific field of ITS. We have performed several experiments by simulating different traffic scenarios to prove the automatic synchronization of the traffic light duration time.
The experiment phase was divided into two parts: the first one has the aim of testing the correctness and completeness of the semantic integration module and the second one is to test the full system performance. The results of both phases are presented below.
Semantic Integration Tests
There are many ways to qualitatively evaluate the returned alignment results. One possibility consists of proposing a reference alignment (R) that is the one that people must find. The result from the evaluated alignment algorithm (A) can then be compared to that reference alignment. The alignments A and R are considered to be sets of pairs.
The most commonly used and understood measures in this type of tests are coming from the information retrieval field. These are Precision and Recall, which have been adopted for ontology alignment too. They can be seen as extended versions of accuracy, a simple metric that computes the fraction of instances for which the correct result is returned.
When using Precision and Recall, the set of possible labels for a given instance is divided into two subsets, one of which is considered "relevant" for the purposes of the metric. Given a reference alignment R and the resultant alignment A, these similarity measures are defined as follows: -Precision describes exactness. It is computed as the fraction of correct instances among those that the algorithm believes to belong to the relevant subset [24] . Given a reference alignment R, the precision of some alignment A is given by:
-Recall describes completeness. It is computed as the fraction of correct instances among all instances that actually belong to the relevant subset [24] . Given a reference alignment R, the recall of some alignment A is given by:
-F-Measure is used in order to aggregate the result of Precision and Recall [24] . Given a reference alignment R and a number α between 0 and 1, the F-Measure of some alignment A is given by:
The semantic integration system has been tested using different ontology matching algorithms to compare the results and choose the one with better performance in terms of Precision, Recall and F-Measure. The chosen alignment methods to be compared were CODI [25] and SOBOM [26] . Table 3 shows the result of the three systems in the integration between the RDF sensor database and the SSN ontology. In the case of F-Measure we have used α = 0.5 (This is the Harmonic Mean of Precision and Recall). The reference alignments were defined manually by us at the beginning of the tests and were the same for the three used alignment algorithms to guarantee the same conditions in the evaluation.
As we can see in the table, the values of Precision, Recall and F-Measure obtained by the system with FuzzyAlign were very good. Although the best results were obtained by CODI in terms of Precision, which means that CODI was better in exactness, FuzzyAlign was the best in Recall (completeness) and F-measure (overall). That means that the system with this alignment algorithm can detect most of the existing alignments with high rate of accuracy and the best overall performance.
Full System Tests
The second testing phase is to verify the performance of the full system in simulation. The simulation module, taking into account the location and speed of the vehicle, and also the length of each lane segment and the traffic light duration time, can estimate the arrival time of each vehicle to destination, according to the route.
The description of the whole traffic scenario (e.g. roads, lanes, traffic signs and infrastructure elements) is provided by a traffic ontology [27] , while the information concerning the sensors is provided by the SSN ontology. The different agents obtain the knowledge from the ontologies through SPARQL queries.
In the simulation phase 200 experiments were conducted, with 350 vehicles for which different traffic scenarios were defined. These scenarios were composed of 55 routes within a radius of 10 km, with 10 intersections regulated by traffic lights (40 traffic lights). For each experiment, the chosen initial configuration for traffic lights, and the position and route of the vehicles was random. Table 4 shows the results obtained in the experiments. The table also shows the % of vehicles that gained time using the automatic synchronization of traffic lights; the average of time gained by vehicle; and the % of vehicles that did not gain time. In the experiment, the total time from the origin to destination for each car was considerably less in the case of intelligent traffic light adjustment.
As we can see in the table, 80% of vehicles experienced a gain of time, and the average value of gained time was approximately 137 sec. No vehicle experienced a loss of time in the experiments, while vehicles that did not gain time (22.8%) were those who moved along uncongested routes.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we propose the use of the SSN ontology to manage the sensor information in an intelligent transportation architecture. The work focused on the translation of the raw data collected by the traffic flow sensors into semantic knowledge to be stored and processed as instance of SSN ontology. Our proposal is a semantic integrator module to generate an instance of SSN ontology from the raw data collected by the sensors. This semantic integration is performed in three principal steps: the first one is the automatic translation of the sensor information in databases into RDF, the second one is the automatically mapping of the RDF sensor data with the elements of the SSN ontology; and the then create the alignment file, according to the correspondences found in the mapping phase. The semantic integration system was applied as part of an automatic traffic light settings application, with the objective of predict and avoid traffic accidents and perform routing optimization on ITS.
The tests of the semantic integration module showed good results in terms of Precision, Recall and F-Measure, being able to align most of the elements of the databases with the SSN ontology. The success of the semantic integration allows the semantic treatment of the sensor data to be used for the different applications, enhancing their functionalities and capabilities to make decisions.
In the case of the full system performance, the experiments demonstrated that the intelligent traffic light settings using ontologies and taking the traffic flow data into consideration can improve the traffic circulation. In case of congestion, vehicles have to wait for shorter periods of time at red lights, while they can move for longer periods of time with green lights. This adjustment gives higher priority to congested traffic segments over the rest of the traffic, allowing to avoid traffic jams.
The principal advantage of this approach is that allows to maximize the intelligence of ITS through the semantic annotation of the data collected by the sensors to be understood by the applications involved on ITS.
However, the process of semantic annotation of the sensor data is too difficult and still needs some human participation. Thus, as future work, we are planning the design of a rule based system combined with machine learning techniques to improve the semantic annotation process, reducing the human intervention in the semantic annotation phase.
Taking into account the versatility of the system, another line of future work is to make some experiments in other scenarios such as Smart Homes and some other IoT applications.
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